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A precise measurement of the proton flux in primary cosmic rays with rigidity (momentum/charge) from
1 GV to 1.8 TV is presented based on 300 million events. Knowledge of the rigidity dependence of the
proton flux is important in understanding the origin, acceleration, and propagation of cosmic rays. We
present the detailed variation with rigidity of the flux spectral index for the first time. The spectral index
progressively hardens at high rigidities.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.114.171103 PACS numbers: 98.70.Sa, 95.55.Vj, 95.85.Ry, 96.50.sb
Protons are the most abundant charged particles in
cosmic rays. Knowledge of the precise behavior of the
proton spectrum is important in understanding the origin,
acceleration, and propagation of cosmic rays [1]. Recent
important measurements of the proton flux in cosmic rays
have reported different variations of the flux with energy
[2–6]. These measurements generated widespread interest.
In particular, the ATIC–2, CREAM, and PAMELA experi-
ments showed deviations of the proton flux from a single
power law. Many models were proposed to account for the
hardening of the flux based on different sources, accel-
eration mechanisms, diffusive propagation effects, and their
superposition [7]. In this Letter we report on the precise
measurement of the proton flux in primary cosmic rays in
the rigidity range from 1 GV to 1.8 TV based on data
collected by the Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS)
Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of
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during the first 30 months (May 19, 2011 to November 26,
2013) of operation onboard the International Space
Station (ISS).
Detector.—AMS is a general purpose high energy
particle physics detector in space. The layout and descrip-
tion of the detector are presented in Ref. [8]. The key
elements used in this measurement are the permanent
magnet, the silicon tracker, four planes of time of flight
(TOF) scintillation counters, and the array of anticoinci-
dence counters (ACCs). AMS also contains a transition
radiation detector (TRD), a ring imaging Čerenkov detector
(RICH), and an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL). The
three-dimensional imaging capability of the 17 radiation
length ECAL allows for an accurate measurement of the e
energy E and of the shower shape.
The AMS coordinate system is concentric with the
magnet. The x axis is parallel to the main component of
the magnetic field and the z axis points vertically. The (y-z)
plane is the bending plane. Above, below, and downward-
going refer to the AMS coordinate system.
The central field of themagnet [9] is 1.4 kG.Before flight,
the field was measured in 120 000 locations to an accuracy
of better than 2 G. On orbit, the magnet temperature varies
from −3 to þ15° C. The field strength is corrected with a
measured temperature dependence of −0.09%=°C.
The tracker [10] has nine layers, the first (L1) at the top
of the detector, the second (L2) just above the magnet, six
(L3 to L8) within the bore of the magnet, and the last (L9)
just above the ECAL. L2 to L8 constitute the inner tracker.
Each layer contains double-sided silicon microstrip detec-
tors which independently measure the x and y coordinates.
The tracker accurately determines the trajectory of cosmic
rays by multiple measurements of the coordinates with a
resolution in each layer of 10 μm in the bending (y)
direction. The inner tracker is held stable by a carbon
fiber structure with negligible coefficient of thermal expan-
sion. The stability of the inner tracker is monitored using 20
IR laser beams which penetrate layers L2 through L8 and
provide submicron position measurements. Using cosmic
rays over a 2 minute window, the position of L1 is aligned
with a precision of 5 μm with respect to the inner tracker
and L9 with a precision of 6 μm. Together, the tracker and
the magnet measure the rigidity R of charged cosmic rays.
The maximum detectable rigidity (MDR) is 2 TV over the
3 m lever arm from L1 to L9.
Each layer of the tracker also provides an independent
measurement of the absolute value of the charge jZj of the
cosmic ray. The charge resolution of the layers of the inner
tracker together is ΔZ≃ 0.05 for jZj ¼ 1 particles.
Two planes of TOF counters [11] are located above L2
and two planes are located below the magnet. For jZj ¼ 1
particles, the average time resolution of each counter has
been measured to be 160 ps and the overall velocity
(β ¼ v=c) resolution to be Δβ=β2 ¼ 4%. This discrimi-
nates between upward- and downward-going particles.
The coincidence of signals from the four TOF planes
together with the absence of signals from the ACC provides
a charged particle trigger. The ACC has an efficiency of
0.999 99 to reject cosmic rays which enter the inner tracker
from the side. The coincidence of 3 out of the 4 TOF layers
with no ACC requirement was used to provide an unbiased
trigger. The unbiased trigger, prescaled by 1%, was used to
measure the efficiency of the charged particle trigger. The
efficiency of the unbiased trigger was estimated directly
from the data to be above 99.8% for all rigidities using
events in which one of the four TOF layers gave no signal.
This allowed the estimation of the efficiency of each TOF
layer and, consequently, the efficiency of the unbiased
trigger.
Before launch, at the CERN SPS, AMS was extensively
calibrated with 180 and 400 GeV=c proton beams and
beams of positrons, electrons, and pions from 10 to
290 GeV=c. In total, calibrations with 18 different energies
and particles at 2000 positions were performed. These data
allow the determination of the tracker rigidity resolution
function with high precision and the verification of the
absolute rigidity scale.
Since launch, the detector has been monitored and
controlled around the clock. The time, location, and
orientation are provided by GPS units affixed to AMS
and to the ISS. The detector performance has been steady
over time.
Simulated events were produced using a dedicated
program developed by the collaboration from the GEANT-
4.9.6 package [12] based on Monte Carlo methods. This
program simulates electromagnetic and hadronic inter-
actions of particles in the material of AMS and generates
detector responses. The digitization of the signals is
simulated precisely according to the measured character-
istics of the electronics. The simulated events then undergo
the same reconstruction as used for the data. Figure 1 shows
a comparison of the inverse rigidity for 400 GeV=c protons
from the test beam and the Monte Carlo simulation. As
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FIG. 1 (color). The resolution function in inverse rigidity for
400 GeV=c protons measured in the test beam compared with the
Monte Carlo simulation.
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seen, the resolution has a pronounced Gaussian core with
non-Gaussian tails of ∼5% and the simulation precisely
reproduces the measured resolution including the tails.
Selection.—In the first 30 months (7.96 × 107 s) AMS
collected 4.1 × 1010 cosmic ray events. The effective data
collection time includes only those seconds during which
the detector was in normal operating conditions, the AMS z
axis was within 40° of the local zenith, the trigger live time
exceeded 50%, and the ISS was outside of the South
Atlantic Anomaly. Because of the influence of the geo-
magnetic field, this collection time for primary cosmic rays
increases with increasing rigidity becoming constant at
6.29 × 107 s above 30 GV.
By selecting events to be downward going and to have a
reconstructed track in the inner tracker with jZj ¼ 1, we
obtain 1.1 × 1010 events. In order to have the best resolution
at the highest rigidities, further selections are made by
requiring the track to pass through L1 and L9 and to satisfy
additional track fitting quality criteria such as a χ2=d:f: < 10
in the bending coordinate. Then positively charged particles
are selected. In addition, to select only primary cosmic rays,
well above the geomagnetic cutoff, the measured rigidity is
required to be greater than 1.2 times the maximum geo-
magnetic cutoff within the AMS field of view. The cutoff
was calculated by backtracing [13] particles from the top of
AMS out to 50 Earth’s radii using the International
Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) [14]. Finally, the
small contamination of low energy (below 2 GeV) pions
produced in the upper part of the detector is removed by
requiring that the mass, determined by combining the
velocity measured by the TOF with the rigidity, of the
selected particle is larger than 0.5 GeV=c2. These proce-
dures resulted in a sample of 3.0 × 108 primary cosmic rays
with Z ¼ þ1.
Since protons are the dominant component of cosmic
rays, the selected sample of 3.0 × 108 events has only small
contributions of other particles, mainly deuterons. The
deuteron contribution decreases with rigidity; at 1 GV it
is less than 2% and at 20 GV it is 0.6% [15,16]. Deuterons
were not removed. The sample also contains protons from
nuclei which interact at the top of AMS (for example, in L1
or the TRD). From the measured flux [17] and Monte Carlo
simulation this contribution is 0.5% at 1 GV decreasing to
less than 0.1% at and above 10 GV. Contamination from eþ
and e− [18], overwhelmingly eþ, was estimated to be less
than 0.1% over the entire rigidity range. The background
contributions from protons which originated in the inter-
actions of nuclei at the top of AMS and e, both noticeable
only below 2 GV, are subtracted from the flux and the
uncertainties are accounted for in the systematic errors.
Analysis.—The isotropic proton flux Φi for the ith
rigidity bin ðRi; Ri þ ΔRiÞ is
Φi ¼
Ni
AiϵiTiΔRi
; ð1Þ
where Ni is the number of events corrected with the rigidity
resolution function (see below), Ai is the effective accep-
tance, ϵi is the trigger efficiency, and Ti is the collection
time. In this Letter the proton flux was measured in 72 bins,
i ¼ 1 to 72, from 1 GV to 1.8 TV with bin widths chosen
according to the rigidity resolution. The effective accep-
tance Ai was calculated using Monte Carlo simulation and
then corrected for small differences found between the data
and Monte Carlo event selection efficiencies. The trigger
efficiency ϵi is measured from data with the unbiased
trigger events. The trigger efficiency ranges from 90%
to 95%. The 5% to 10% inefficiency is due to secondary
δ rays in the magnetic field entering the ACC. The
Monte Carlo simulation agrees with the measured trigger
efficiency within 0.5%.
The bin-to-bin migration of events was corrected using a
rigidity resolution function obtained from Monte Carlo
simulation and verified with the test beam data, see for
example Fig. 1. Among many unfolding procedures, we
selected two. The validity of both were verified by our
Monte Carlo simulation. In the first procedure the flux is
obtained iteratively [19]. Initially, the flux is evaluated
using Eq. (1) without taking the rigidity resolution
function into account. Subsequently, at each iteration,
the folded acceptance A0 is calculated for each bin,
A0i ¼ ð1=ΦiÞ
P
jΦjAjMij, where Mij is the migration
matrix obtained from the rigidity resolution function.
Next, A0 is parametrized using a spline function. Finally,
the number of events is corrected bin by bin by a factor
A=A0 and the flux is reevaluated using Eq. (1). The iteration
proceeds until the fluxes between two successive steps
agree within 0.1%. The results in this Letter are based on
this procedure. The second procedure is based on a forward
unfolding technique [20]. A set of spline functions with
different node positions is used to parametrize the corrected
number of events per bin. The spline functions are folded
with the migration matrix Mij and fit to the data. The
average of those spline functions compatible with data is
used to obtain Ni. The small differences between the two
procedures (< 0.5%) are accounted for as a systematic
error. We have checked the sensitivity of the results to the
binning by increasing the bin width by factors of 2 and 4 as
well as reducing the bin width by factors of 2 and 4. The
resulting uncertainty is well within the assigned systematic
errors.
Extensive studies were made of the systematic errors.
The errors include the uncertainties in the trigger efficiency,
the acceptance, the background contamination, the geo-
magnetic cutoff factor, the event selection, the unfolding,
the rigidity resolution function, and the absolute rigidity
scale. The trigger efficiency error is dominated by the
statistics available from the 1% prescaled unbiased event
sample. It is negligible (less than 0.4%) below 500 GVand
reaches 1.5% at 1.8 TV. The geomagnetic cutoff factor was
varied from 1.0 to 1.4 and the resulting proton fluxes
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showed a systematic uncertainty of 2% at 1 GV and
negligible above 2 GV. We have also verified that using
the most recent IGRF model [21] and the IGRF model
with external nonsymmetric magnetic fields [22] does not
introduce observable changes in the flux values nor in the
systematic errors.
The effective acceptance was corrected for small
differences between the data and the Monte Carlo samples
related to the event reconstruction and selection. Together,
the correction was found to be 5% at 1 GV decreasing
below 2% above 10 GV, while the corresponding system-
atic uncertainty is less than 1.5% above 2 GV.
The detector is mostly made of carbon and aluminum.
The corresponding inelastic cross sections of pþ C
and pþ Al are known to within 10% at 1 GV and 4%
at 300 GV [23], and 7% at 1.8 TV from model estima-
tions [12]. The inelastic cross sections are used in the
Monte Carlo calculation of the effective acceptance and, to
estimate the systematic error due to the uncertainty in the
inelastic cross sections, dedicated samples of protons were
simulated with the pþ C and pþ Al cross sections varied
by10%. From the analysis of these samples together with
the current knowledge of the cross sections, systematic
errors of 1% at 1 GV, 0.6% from 10 to 300 GV, and 0.8% at
1.8 TV were obtained.
The rigidity resolution function was verified with data
from both the ISS and the test beam. For this the residuals
between the hit coordinatesmeasured in tracker layersL1 and
L9 and those obtained from the track fit using the information
from only the inner tracker L2 to L8were compared between
data and simulation. In order to validate the alignment of the
external layers the difference between the rigidity measured
using the information from L1 to L8 and from L2 to L9 was
compared between data and the simulation. The resulting
uncertainty on the MDR was estimated to be 5%. The
corresponding unfolding errors were obtained by varying
the width of the Gaussian core of the resolution function by
5%and the amplitude of the non-Gaussian tails by∼20% (see
for example Fig. 1) over the entire rigidity range and found to
be 1% below 200 GV and 3% at 1.8 TV.
There are two contributions to the systematic uncertainty
on the rigidity scale. The first is due to residual tracker
misalignment. From the 400 GeV=c test beam data it
was measured to be less then 1=300 TV−1. For the ISS
data, this error was estimated by comparing the E=p ratio
for electron and positron events, where E is the energy
measured with the ECAL and p is the momentum mea-
sured with the tracker, see Ref. [24] for details. It was found
to be 1=26 TV−1, limited by the current high energy
positron statistics. The second systematic error on the
rigidity scale arises from the magnetic field map uncer-
tainties (0.25%) and temperature correction uncertainties
(0.1%). Taken in quadrature and weighted by the rigidity
dependence of the flux, this amounts to a systematic error
on the flux of less than 0.5% for rigidities above 2 GV.
To ensure that the treatment of systematic errors
described above is correct, we performed several addi-
tional, independent verifications. Figure 2 shows examples
of the stability of the measured flux for different conditions
(presented as the ratio to the average flux). Figure 2(a)
shows the dependence of the integral of the proton flux
above 30 GV, i.e., above the maximum geomagnetic cutoff,
on the angle θ between the incoming proton direction and
the AMS z axis; this verifies the systematic error assigned
to the acceptance. Figure 2(b) shows the monthly integral
flux above 45 GV is within the systematic error of 0.4%.
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FIG. 2 (color). Independent verification of the systematic
errors. The curves indicate the corresponding systematic errors.
(a) The variation of the flux ratio above 30 GV vs the angle θ to
the AMS z axis. (b) The variation of the flux ratio above 45 GV vs
time. (c) The variation of the flux ratio vs the rigidity for different
L1 entry regions (see inset). (d) The variation of the flux ratio
measured using only the inner tracker (L2 to L8) vs the full
tracker (L1 to L9).
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This verifies that the detector performance is stable over
time and that the flux above 45 GV shows no observable
effect from solar modulation fluctuations for this measure-
ment period. The variation of the proton flux due to solar
modulation will be the subject of a separate publication.
Figure 2(c) shows that the ratios of fluxes obtained using
events which pass through different sections of L1 to the
average flux are in good agreement and within the assigned
systematic errors; this verifies the errors assigned to the
tracker alignment. Lastly, as seen from Fig. 2(d), the flux
obtained using the rigidity measured by only the inner
tracker is in good agreement with the flux measured using
the full lever arm; this verifies the systematic errors
assigned from the unfolding procedures and the rigidity
resolution function for two extreme and important cases.
First, at the inner tracker MDR (∼300 GV) where the
unfolding effects and resolution functions of the inner
tracker and the full lever arm (2 TV MDR) are very
different. Second, at low rigidities (1 to 10 GV) where the
unfolding effects and the tails in the resolution functions of
the inner tracker and full lever arm are also very different
due to large multiple and nuclear scattering.
Most importantly, several independent analyses were
performed on the same data sample by different study
groups. The results of those analyses are consistent with
this Letter.
Results.—The measured proton flux Φ including stat-
istical errors and systematic errors is tabulated in Ref. [25]
as a function of the rigidity at the top of the AMS detector.
The contributions to the systematic errors come from (i) the
trigger, (ii) the acceptance, background contamination,
geomagnetic cutoff, and event selection, (iii) the rigidity
resolution function and unfolding, and (iv) the absolute
rigidity scale. The contributions of individual sources to the
systematic error are added in quadrature to arrive at the total
systematic uncertainty. The Monte Carlo event samples
have sufficient statistics such that they do not contribute
to the errors. Figure 3(a) shows the flux as a function of
rigidity with the total errors, the sum in quadrature of
statistical and systematic errors [26]. In this and the
subsequent figures, the points are placed along the abscissa
at ~R calculated for a flux ∝ R−2.7 [27]. Figure 3(b) shows
the AMS flux as a function of kinetic energy EK together
with the most recent results (i.e., from experiments after the
year 2000).
A power law with a constant spectral index γ
Φ ¼ CRγ ð2Þ
where R is in GV and C is a normalization factor, does not
fit the flux reported in this work [25] and shown in Fig. 3(a)
at the 99.9% C.L. for R > 45 GV. Applying solar modu-
lation in the force field approximation [28] also does not fit
the data at the 99.9% C.L. for R > 45 GV. We therefore fit
the flux with a modified spectral index [29]
Φ ¼ C

R
45 GV

γ

1þ

R
R0

Δγ=s

s
; ð3Þ
where s quantifies the smoothness of the transition of the
spectral index from γ for rigidities below the characteristic
transition rigidity R0 to γ þ Δγ for rigidities above R0.
Fitting over the range 45 GV to 1.8 TV yields a χ2=d:f: ¼
25=26 with C ¼ 0.4544 0.0004ðfitÞþ0.0037−0.0047ðsysÞþ0.0027−0.0025
ðsolÞ m−2sr−1sec−1GV−1, γ ¼ −2.849  0.002ðfitÞþ0.004−0.003
ðsysÞþ0.004−0.003ðsolÞ, Δγ ¼ 0.133þ0.032−0.021ðfitÞþ0.046−0.030ðsysÞ 
0.005ðsolÞ, s ¼ 0.024þ0.020−0.013ðfitÞþ0.027−0.016ðsysÞþ0.006−0.004ðsolÞ, and
R0 ¼ 336þ68−44ðfitÞþ66−28ðsysÞ  1ðsolÞ GV. The first error
quoted (fit) takes into account the statistical and uncorre-
lated systematic errors from the flux reported in this work
[25]. The second (sys) is the error from the remaining
systematic errors, namely, from the rigidity resolution
function and unfolding, and from the absolute rigidity
scale, with their bin-to-bin correlations accounted for using
the migration matrix Mij. The third (sol) is the uncertainty
due to the variation of the solar potential ϕ ¼ 0.50 to
0.62 GV [30]. The fit confirms that above 45 GV the flux is
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incompatible with a single spectral index at the 99.9% C.L.
The fit is shown in Fig. 4(a). For illustration, the fit results
with Δγ set to zero are also shown in Fig. 4(a).
To obtain the detailed variation of γ with rigidity in a
model independent way, the spectral index is calculated
from
γ ¼ d½logðΦÞ=d½logðRÞ ð4Þ
over independent rigidity intervals above 8.48 GV, see
Ref. [25], with a variable width to have sufficient sensitivity
to determine γ. The results are presented in Fig. 4(b). As
seen in Fig. 4(b), the spectral index varies with rigidity. In
particular, the spectral index progressively hardens with
rigidity above ∼100 GV.
In conclusion, knowledge of the rigidity dependence of
the proton flux is important in understanding the origin,
acceleration, and propagation of cosmic rays. Previous
measurements of the proton flux in cosmic rays have
reported different variations of the flux with energy and
this has generated many theoretical models. Our precise
measurement of the proton flux from1GV to 1.8TVis based
on 300 million events and detailed studies of the systematic
errors. The flux deviates from a single power law and
progressively hardens at high rigidities.
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